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Abstract
Laser-driven blast waves and associated flow dynamics in the impulse generation processes of the laser-driven in-tube

accelerator are studied through Schlieren visualization and streak spectroscopy. Three monatomic species, argon, krypton
and xenon, are examined as the working gas. The laser pulse (wavelength; 10.6 µm, duration; 3 µs) is emitted from a carbon
dioxide TEA (Transversely-Excited Atmospheric) laser. Being influenced by laser energy absorption processes, the shape of
the laser-generated plasma has an aspherical shape. The speed of evolution of the blast wave is basically in proportion to the
speed of sound, thereby being consistent to the experimentally-measured impulse characteristics. However, at where the plas-
ma-laser coupling is strong, the larger the atomic number the higher a local shock Mach number becomes. Electronic-excita-
tion energy distribution of argon ion at the focal point that is measured through emission spectroscopy exhibits nonequilibri-
um profile during a laser pulse irradiation period, then asymptotically approaches to equilibrium corresponding to an elec-
tronic excitation temperature of the order of 3 eV. After the blast wave gets reflected against a parabolic wall, its interaction
with the plasma causes interface instability.

1.  Introduction
Laser propulsion is a concept of propelling a vehicle

using laser power. Its most important advantage is that a
power supply does not need to be on board; the payload
capability can be large. The cost for accessing a small vehi-
cle to a space orbit can be made a couple of orders in mag-
nitude lower than that with a conventional rocket system.
The concept of laser propulsion was proposed in a techni-
cal paper first by Arthur Kantrowitz1) in 1972. In 1990’s,
successful launches of a ‘lightcraft’ or its equivalent using
repetitive-pulse (RP) lasers conducted by Myrabo et al.2)

and Schall et al.3) demonstrated that this was really a feasi-
ble technology, thereby stimulating for further fundamental
and practical researches. Moreover, increasing demands for
“cheap” satellite launch and the developments of high
power lasers and of related adaptive optics are further pro-
moting the above-mentioned research activities. 

The Laser-driven In-Tube Accelerator, which hereafter
will be referred to as ‘LITA’4)-6) is a unique device that
accelerates a projectile in a tube. It combines the advan-
tages of the ram accelerator7) and laser propulsion con-

cepts. Compared with conventional laser-launch in an
open space, the impulse is significantly enhanced due to
the high-pressure confinement effect in the closure space.8)

Moreover, the impulse is significantly increased when
using the gas of a low speed of sound5). So far, the charac-
teristics of LITA operation have been studied through
measurements of an impulse and history of a pressure on
the acceleration wall. This paper aims in better under-
standing detailed impulse generation mechanisms through
flow visualization and emission spectroscopy, which will
provide useful data for numerical simulation as well.

2.  Experimental facility 
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.

1. The laser beam of a 30 mm µ 30 mm square cross-sec-
tion from a CO2 TEA (transversely-excited atmospheric)
laser (wavelength; 10.6 µm) is loosely focused with a
ZnSe lens (focal length; f = 5 m, not shown in the figure),
reflected on two molybdenum-coated mirrors (one of them
is not shown in the figure), and then is introduced into a
test chamber. The total laser energy that is effectively-
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input to the test section, which is measured with an energy
meter (Ed-500LIR, Gentec), equals 2.4 ± 0.2 J. The power
history of a laser pulse is measured by introducing a
peripheral of the laser beam to a photon drag sensor
(B749, Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.). Figure 2 shows the
history of the laser power and the energy fraction, which is
the time-integration of the laser power normalized by the
total laser energy. Hereafter, a time, t, is originated at the
initiation of the laser beam irradiation. A 90 % of the total
energy is concentrated in t < 1.6 µs. The first and highest
power peak has a peak value of 13 MW; 45 % of the total
energy is output during the first 0.2 µs. The power level
after the first peak becomes one order in magnitude lower.

The test chamber has an inner rectangular volume of 256
mm µ 80 mm µ 80 mm. Five windows are fabricated. The
laser beam passes through a 4-mm-thick NaCl window on
the upper side of the test chamber. In order to project a
laser beam only onto a parabolic mirror, a 16-mm-dia. iris
is placed above the NaCl window. Framing Schlieren flow
visualization is conducted using a pair of windows made
of quartz, which plug over the ends of 80 mm µ 80 mm
cross-section. Radiation emission from a laser-generated
plasma is collected through another quartz window. 

In the test chamber, the collimated laser beam is reflected
on a 16.2-mm-dia., aluminum-made parabolic mirror
(focal length; 8.0 mm), then is point-focused at the center
of the test chamber.  The mirror is identical to that used in
LITA impulse performance experiments5). The test cham-
ber is connected to a rotary vacuum pump and a gas cylin-
der. A chamber pressure is measured using a Pirani and
Bourdon tube pressure gauges. In the present experiments,

either argon, krypton or xenon is used as the test gas. The
fill pressure is set from 20 kPa to100 kPa. 

As is shown in Fig. 1a, we visualize the generation and
propagation of a blast wave with a Schlieren setup. A con-
cave mirror of 1.0 m focal length collimates the light emit-
ted from a xenon flash lamp (duration; 200 µs, SF200A,
Nissin Electronic Co., energy; 200 J). Another concave
mirror with a 2.54 m focal length, placed on the opposite
side to the first mirror, collects the collimated light and
images it onto a high-speed framing camera (Ultra 8, DRS
Hadland Ltd., 108 frame s-1 at maximum, 8 frames). In
order to avoid overexposure due to radiation emission
from the laser-generated plasma, the distance from the test
section to the second concave mirror is set to 3.8 m, which
is much longer than its focal length. In order to further
decrease the emission interference, a pinhole is set near the
focal point of the concave mirror in front of the camera.
This pinhole acts also as a circular knife edge; the visual-
ization yields a Schlieren image. 

An electronic-excitation temperature is simultaneously
measured using a streak spectrograph (Hamamatsu
Photonics K. K.). Radiation emission from the laser-gener-
ated plasma which is transmitted through the quartz win-
dow is collected using a quartz lens, optical fiber, and then
to a monochromator. We use a 1200 g mm-1 grating with
10 µm slit width. The slit function is calibrated with a He-
Ne 632.8 nm laser and fitted to a Gaussian function. The
1200 g mm-1 grating yields an approximately-linear disper-
sion in the exit plane of the monochromator, and the emis-
sion is captured through a streak tube and then onto an
intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) detector which
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Fig.1 Experimental setup, (a) top view, (b) side view.
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consists of 1280 µ 1024 pixels. In an ICCD image, the
abscissa of 1280 pixels represents a wavelength, the ordi-
nate of 1024 pixels a time. The spectral resolution in the
above-mentioned instrumental setup is 0.01 nm (pixel)-1

and time resolution is about 7 pixel, corresponding to 70 ns
in the time range of 10 µs. The spectral sensitivity of the
whole system is calibrated by using a standard light source. 

A series of trigger signals from a pulse generator (DG535,
Stanford Research System, Inc.) with appropriate delay
times are sent to the laser, the xenon flash lamp, the high-
speed framing camera and the streak spectrograph system.
All signals from the sensors are recorded in digital memory
recorders (DL750 and DL1740, Yokogawa Electric Co.)

3.  Results and discussion
3.1 Plasma core formation and expansion

Figure 3 shows an example of a set of sequential framing
Schlieren images almost during a laser pulse duration. The
location of the focus is shown in Fig. 3a (t = 0.06 µs); the

orientation angle centered at the focus is also defined. Near
the focus, the intensity of the laser beam becomes increased,
causing breakdown in the test gas. Once it occurs the free

Fig. 2 Histories of laser power and corresponding energy 
fraction of the total energy, total energy; 2.4 J.

Fig. 3 Framing Schlieren images of laser generated plasma and blast wave during laser pulse duration, test gas; Ar, fill 
pressure;100 kPa, (a) laser beam ray superimposed on the frame at t = 0.06 µs, with definition of orientation 
angle, q, (b) set of framing images,  framing interval; 0.1µs, exposure time; 0.03 µs, the whole set of frames are 
taken from four independent laser pulse irradiations.
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electron density increases through the so-called ‘electron
avalanche9), which in turn further enhances the absorption
of the laser energy. As a result, a plasma core, which is rec-
ognized as a radiating region, is formed around the focus.
The plasma core expands due to its localized high pressure,
driving a shock wave outward. 

It should be noted here that, the plasma core does not
shape as a simple sphere but like a cone. After the break-
down, a part of the incident laser beam past the plasma core
near the center axis is directly absorbed there. However, the
peripheral part offset to the axis once passes by the focal
region without significant absorption, reflected on the para-
bolic mirror, then being focused and absorbed in the plasma
core. This portion of the blast wave proceeds over other
because the blast wave gets enhanced due to the coupling
with the absorbed laser power. Mori10) et al. visualize a
shock wave that is coupled with laser power absorption; the
shock wave speed corresponds to a laser-supported detona-
tion wave. In the present work, because the primary laser
energy input terminates in about 0.3 µs, which corresponds
to the first three frames in Fig. 3b. During that period, the
plasma core and a blast wave are not separately visualized.

In the lower part of the plasma core, radiation emission is
more intense and an expansion speed becomes higher. For
t < 1.0 µs, a shock wave is observed to detach from the
plasma core. Detailed processes of the blast wave propaga-
tion will be discussed in Sec. 3.3. 

3.2 Electronic excitation temperature
in plasma core

For a plasma in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE),
the population distribution of electronic excitation energy
levels follows Boltzmann profile expressed by11):

(1)

where i and j are indexes of upper and lower electronic states
in transition, respectively, I; emission line intensity, l;
wavelength, gi; statistical weight of upper level, A; transi-
tion probability for spontaneous emission (Einstein’s A
coefficient), Ei; energy of upper level, k; Boltzmann con-
stant, Te; electronic excitation temperature and C; constant.

The wavelengths of spectroscopic lines and their upper
level energy selected for excitation temperature determina-
tion are listed in Table 1. The wavelength range of the
measurement is set to 28.3 nm centered at 467 nm, in
which nine Ar II line spectra listed in Table 1 are covered.

Figure 4 shows an example of streak spectrograph of
radiation emission from the focal point. Along a common
time axis, t, the histories of the corresponding laser power
and an emission intensity that is integrated with respect to
wavelength are plotted. With respect to wavelength, the
emission intensity of a 480.06 nm line is strongest. With
respect to time, the integrated emission intensity has a
maximum at a moment when the laser power almost van-
ishes. In other words, the emission intensity experiences
time modulation from the laser pulse power; the time for
peak shifts from t = 0.1 µs (laser power, see also Fig. 2) to
t = 1.3 µs (emission), the effective duration from ∫Idt / Imax

= 0.18 µs (laser) to 3.3 µs (emission). 
Note here that the observation spot for the spectroscopy,
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Fig. 4 Temporal streak image of emission spectra, Ar, 
P0 = 20 kPa, with histories of emission intensity 
integrated with respect to wavelength from 453 nm 
to 481 nm and of laser power (timing error brought 
by jitter tolerance of streak spectrograph is ± 0.05 µs).

ln
kTe

Ei
= C –

gi Aij

Iij ij

Table 1 Spectroscopic data of Ar II for electronic excitation 
temperature measurements, National Institute of 
Standard Technology.



which has a spatial resolution of about 1 mm, is set to the
focus of the parabolic mirror, and hence does not necessar-
ily correspond to the location of a peak electronic excita-
tion temperature. As is seen in Fig. 3b, during the laser
pulse irradiation the shock wave is coupled with the laser
beam, thereby yielding higher wave velocity towards the
beam reflected from the parabolic mirror. The temperature
distribution is expected to be considerably non-uniform.  

In Fig. 5, emission spectra and corresponding Boltzmann
plots for three different fill pressures, P0, at the same t, are
shown. Overall the emission intensity increases with
decreasing P0. When the same amount of laser energy is
absorbed in an equal volume, the specific input energy in
the volume is in inverse proportion to P0; As shown in Fig.
5, for P0 = 20 kPa the corresponding Boltzmann plot has a

fitting line with smallest scatter, which corresponds to Te =
3.5 ± 0.2 eV. On the other hand, for P0 = 50 kPa and 100
kPa, because of a poor signal-to-noise ratio ascribed to a
lower temperature, the scatter in the Boltzmann plot is so
large that a temperature cannot be accurately obtained
from the line fitting.

Figure 6 shows emission spectra and corresponding
Boltzmann plots for P0 = 20 kPa at different t. Figure 7
shows the history of Te under the same condition as of Fig.
5a and 6. The uncertainly in determining an electronic
excitation temperature is of the order of 0.4 eV at most.
The temperature history exhibits a similar profile to that of
the emission intensity shown in Fig. 4. The peak value of
Te is of the order of 3.5 eV.
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Fig. 5 Emission spectra (left, integration time, 0.01 µs) and corresponding Boltzmann plots (right), Ar, at t = 1.07 ± 0.05 µs, 
(a) P0 = 20 kPa, (b) P0 = 50 kPa, (c) P0 = 100 kPa.



3.3 Spatiotemporal similarity linked to impulse
characteristics

Figure 8 shows Schlieren images with different working
gases at a delay time of t = 14.0 µs. The atomic masses of
argon, krypton and xenon equal 39.95, 83.80 and 131.29g
(mol)-1, respectively. The smaller the atomic mass, the larger
the size of the blast wave becomes. The speed of sound, a,
at a constant room temperature is inversely proportional to
the square root of the atomic mass. Therefore, the ratio of
the speed of sound is 1.81 (Ar): 1.25 (Kr): 1.00 (Xe).

Sasoh et al8). discussed about the scaling relation with
respect to time in the impulse generated by a laser-driven
blast wave and following wave/flow motions. In their
experiments using the laser-driven in-tube accelerator, the
impulse is in proportion to the reciprocal of a. Moreover,
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Fig. 8 Schlieren images at the same delay time after laser 
beam irradiation, t = 14 µs, exposure time; 0.03 µs,
fill pressure; 100 kPa, (a) Ar, (b) Kr, and (c) Xe.

Fig. 9  Schlieren images at a constant value of
at = 3.83 ± 0.06 mm (a; speed of sound), exposure 
time; 0.03 µs, fill pressure; 100 kPa, (a) Ar, (b) Kr 
and (c) Xe.
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the pressure history measured on the acceleration tube wall
becomes almost congruent on at coordinate8). Figure 9
shows Schlieren images for different gases but with a con-
stant value of at: These wave patterns are almost congru-
ent. It implies that the shock Mach number of the blast
wave becomes almost independent of the species. From
Rankine-Hugoniot relation for calorically perfect gas, the
ratio of the post- to pre-shock pressures, P2 and P1 respec-
tively, is a function only of a shock Mach number, MS. 

(2)

Since a local shock Mach number is independent of
species, the post-shock pressure at a same distance from the
focal point is independent of the species. Yet, it should be
noted that the force exertion period is inversely proportion-
al to a. The impulse onto the parabolic mirror is obtained as
the spatial and temporal integration of the pressure over the
mirror. On one hand, the spatial integration for a same
value of at is independent of the species. On the other hand,
the temporal integral is inversely proportional to a, then the
impulse is also inversely proportional to a. Therefore, the
self-similarity with respect to a speed of sound which was
obtained in the measurements of the impulse and pressure
on the acceleration tube wall8) has been confirmed in the
present independent experiments of the flow visualization.

In Fig.10, the trajectories of shock waves along several
radial directions from the focus are plotted. Note here that
the ordinate corresponds to at, which has a dimension of
length; the slope in the plot corresponds to the reciprocal
of a shock Mach number. As seen in Figs. 10a and 10b, for
each initial pressure the shock wave propagates faster in

the lower part, q c 45 deg. Along q = 22.5 deg., the shock
wave is most-strongly coupled with the laser power
absorption, thereby obtaining fastest propagation speed in
the beginning period. Along q = 0 deg., the shock speed
becomes enhanced when the surrounding portion becomes
focused and a Mach disk appears (t = 1.36 µs in Fig. 3b).

In Figs. 10c to 10f, the shock wave trajectories for differ-
ent species are plotted. Along a radius on which the effect
of plasma-laser coupling is small, q = 90 deg. (Figs. 10d
and 10f), the trajectories are almost congruent except for
Xe in Fig. 10d. However, along the strongly-coupled radi-
al direction, q = 45 deg. (Figs. 10c and 10e), the larger the
atomic mass, the faster the shock Mach number becomes.
This implies that the effect of species appears where the
laser-plasma coupling is significant although the above-
mentioned similarity with respect to speed of sound basi-
cally holds. The possible reason for this tendency is that
the larger the atomic mass, the smaller the ionization
potential, thereby obtaining higher ionization rate and
stronger energy coupling. The validation of this discussion
warrants further analyses, in particular numerical ones.
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3.4 Instability due to plasma-shock interaction
Figure 11 shows the framing Schlieren images in a long

period during which the interaction between the laser-gen-
erated plasma and a shock wave reflected against the para-
bolic mirror is observed. After the interaction, the contact
surface gets deformed due to fluid dynamic instability,
having a mushroom shape. The primary mechanism of the
deformation is expected to be Richtmyer-Meshkov insta-
bility12),13). The effect of the instability on the impulse char-
acteristics is an important problem, however is beyond the
scope of the present study.

4.  Conclusion
Processes of laser plasma generation and following blast

wave propagation under the laser-driven in-tube accelera-
tor operation conditions are studied through flow visualiza-
tion and spectroscopy. The shape of the plasma core which
directly absorbs the laser pulse energy is affected by laser-
plasma coupling, thereby considerably deviating from
spherical symmetry. Yet, the blast wave incident onto the
parabolic mirror basically follows the temporal scaling that
the local shock Mach number is independent of a among
the tested monatomic gases. This result is consistent to the
impulse characteristic in the laser-driven in-tube accelera-
tor. However, where the plasma-laser coupling is strong
this similarity is slightly violated; the lower the ionization
potential the higher the shock Mach number. Electronic
excitation temperature is measured from emission spectra
of Ar II lines. For a fill pressure of 20 kPa, a maximum
temperature at the laser focal point becomes of the order of
3.5 eV. The flow visualization captures contact surface
instability in the interaction between the laser-generated
plasma and the reflected shock wave. The present study
has provided experimental data useful for numerical simu-
lation, which will yield further physical understandings of
the impulse generation mechanisms in LITA.
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